A connected plane graph taken with its interior faces forms an (r, q)-polycycle if the interior faces are all r-gons (where r = const 3), while all interior vertices are of the maximal possible degree, denoted by q (where q = const 3); see [1] . Any finite (r, q)-polycycle is homeomorphic to a disc and its boundary is homeomorphic to a circle. The cyclic sequence q1q2 . . . qm formed by the degrees qi, i = 1, . . . , m, of all m boundary vertices of an (r, q)-polycycle is called the boundary code.
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A connected plane graph taken with its interior faces forms an (r, q)-polycycle if the interior faces are all r-gons (where r = const 3), while all interior vertices are of the maximal possible degree, denoted by q (where q = const 3); see [1] . Any finite (r, q)-polycycle is homeomorphic to a disc and its boundary is homeomorphic to a circle. The cyclic sequence q1q2 . . . qm formed by the degrees qi, i = 1, . . . , m, of all m boundary vertices of an (r, q)-polycycle is called the boundary code. 1 We call an r-gon near-boundary if at least one of its edges belongs to the boundary. If the intersection of a near-boundary r-gon with the boundary is connected, then the r-gon is removable, that is, the graph without this r-gon remains an (r, q)-polycycle; see [2] . Two (r, q)-polycycles with the same boundary are called equiboundary. Equiboundary (r, q)-polycycles consist of the same number pr of r-gons; see [3] . A pair of equiboundary (r, q)-polycycles is said to be irreducible if every boundary edge belonging to a removable r-gon of one of the (r, q)-polycycles belongs to an unremovable r-gon of the other (r, q)-polycycle; see [2] . An example of an equiboundary pair of (r, 3)-polycycles with the number pr = 4r is given in [4] for any r 5; it is conjectured there that 4r is the minimal value for pr. The conjecture is proved in [2] for r = 6. Below we prove the conjecture for r = 5, that is, for (5, 3)-polycycles; we call such polycycles polypentagons. (ii) There exists only one (irreducible) pair of equiboundary polypentagons with p5 = 20. (iv) There exist seventeen pairs of equiboundary polypentagons with p5 = 22.
(v) For any p5 23 there exist at least seventeen pairs obtained as extensions.
3
An interior edge of an arbitrary (r, q)-polycycle with both ends on the boundary is called a bridge. Any (r, q)-polycycle without bridges is called elementary. 1 This is a vertex boundary code. The paper [2] utilizes an edge boundary code. 2 An example of a boundary code admitting exactly n + 1 equiboundary polypentagons is known ( [4] , Proposition 3). Any such polypentagon has 40n + 18 vertices, 60n + 23 edges, and 20n + 6 faces.
3 If the boundary code of a finite polypentagon differs from 3 5 then it is extendable; see [1] . We call these elementary polycycles elementary components of the (r, q)-polycycle. The form and notation for elementary components of polypentagons may be found in Figure 5 in [1] .
The adjacency graph of the elementary components of an (r, q)-polycycle is formed by assigning a vertex to each elementary component, with two vertices connected by an edge if the corresponding elementary components are adjacent, that is, have a common edge.
Lemma 2. The adjacency graph of the elementary components of a polycycle is a tree.
Any non-trivial tree of splices of elementary components has at least two hanging elementary components. One boundary edge of a hanging elementary component is a bridge of the enveloping (r, q)-polycycle, while all the other boundary edges of the component remain boundary edges of the polycycle.
We can represent the boundary code of an (r, q)-polycycle not only in the expanded form, but also in a compact form with the number of identical consecutive entries in the cyclic sequence indicated as an exponent. In the case of a polypentagon (that is, a (5, 3)-polycycle) the compact boundary code consists of only twos and threes with some exponents. The collection of exponents of two is called the type of the polypentagon and is written in braces. For instance, in case (iii) of the theorem, polypentagons with the first boundary code are of type {1} and polypentagons with the remaining two boundary codes are of type {1; 2} or {2; 1}.
All (finite and infinite) polypentagons are uniquely divided into nine types. Type {5}. The unique polypentagon of type {5} is D; see Figure 5 in [1] . Type {3}. Any polypentagon of type {3} is not elementary and consists of elementary components C1 (each C1 is adjacent to two neighbouring elementary components), C3, E1 (each of these is adjacent to three neighbouring elementary components), and D (each D is hanging: it is adjacent to one neighbour). (In)finite polypentagons of type {1} consist of at least (one) two elementary components D.
Type {2}. Polypentagons of type {2} consist of elementary components C1, C3, and E1. Type {1}. Elementary polypentagons of type {1} are A2, A3, A4, A5. Non-elementary polypentagons of type {1} consist of elementary components C3, E1 (adjacent to three neighbours), C1, C2, D, Ej with j 2 (adjacent to two neighbours), and B1, B2, B3 (hanging).
Type {0}. Elementary polypentagons of type {0} are the finite polypentagon A1 and the infinite polypentagon A6. Non-elementary polypentagons of type {0} are infinite and consist of C1 (adjacent to two neighbours) and C3, E1 (adjacent to three neighbours). Any pair of equiboundary polypentagons of type {2; 1} or {2} is reducible by means of the reduction 3 2 2 3 → 2 3 2 of a fragment of the boundary code. Any pair of equiboundary polypentagons of type {3; 2; 1}, {3; 2}, {3; 1}, or {3} is reducible by means of the reduction 3 2 3 3 → 2 2 of a fragment of the boundary code.
